
Free online training to help your business succeed.
Find gaps in your business and turn them into opportunities. In addition to employee training funding, the Future Ready 
program provides you with courses that help with common organizational challenges. Here are some examples of how  
you can customize which self-guided courses to focus on: 

SCENARIO MODULES ONLINE SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOLS APPROXIMATE TIME

Want to take advantage of the employee training grants, but have limited time to 
dedicate to leadership modules?

Workforce 4.0 SkillSAT 1 Hour

We need to change (update) our culture in order to progress and succeed. Reality Check/Strategy, Workforce 4.0 and Culture/Values RealitySAT, StratSAT, ValuesSAT, CultureSAT, SkillSAT 3.5 Hours

Struggling with onboarding and retaining talent needed Culture/Values, PCL/Leading Change, Workforce 4.0 CultureSAT, ValuesSAT, PeopleSAT, LeaderSAT, SkillSAT 3.5 Hours

Need to better understand sustainability and industrial decarbonization Carbon Strategies, Circular Manufacturing, Workforce 4.0 CarbonSAT, CircularSAT, SkillSAT 3.5 Hours

Need to achieve alignment around strategy and critical path Reality Check/Strategy, Customer Centric, OpEx, Execution, Workforce 4.0 RealitySAT, StratSAT, CustomerSAT, OpEXSAT, ExecutionSAT, SkillSAT 6 Hours

Need to improve throughput, profitability and efficiencies
Reality Check/Strategy, Customer Centric, OpEx, Execution, Supply Chain,  
Project Management, Workforce 4.0

RealitySAT, StratSAT, CustomerSAT, OpEXSAT, ExecutionSAT, 
SupplySAT,PMSAT,  SkillSAT

7.5 Hours

Need to expand product mix, improve internal processes, investigate 4.0
Reality Check/Strategy, Customer Centric, OpEx, Execution, Industry 4.0,  
New Product & Process Introduction, Innovation, Workforce 4.0

RealitySAT, StratSAT, CustomerSAT, OpEXSAT, ExecutionSAT, I4.0SAT, 
NPPDISAT, InnovationSAT, SkillSAT

8.5 Hours

Need to develop a balanced strategic plan and achieve laser focus and alignment 
Reality Check/Strategy, Culture/Values, Customer Centric, Operational Excellence,  
People Centric Leadership/Leading Change, Execution, Workforce 4.0

RealitySAT, StratSAT, CustomerSAT, OpEXSAT, ExecutionSAT, CultureSAT, 
ValuesSAT, PeopleSAT, LeaderSAT, SkillSAT

9 Hours

Want to conduct a complete review of the operations of our business to achieve 
competitive advantage and alignment 

Reality Check/Strategy, Culture/Values, Customer Centric, Operational Excellence,  
People Centric Leadership/Leading Change, Execution, Workforce 4.0, Industry 4.0,  
Project Management, Supply Chain Management, New Product and Process Development 
and Introduction, Innovation, Carbon Strategies and Circular Manufacturing

RealitySAT, StratSAT, CustomerSAT, OpExSAT, ExecutionSAT, CultureSAT, 
ValuesSAT, PeopleSAT, LeaderSAT, SkillSAT, I4.0SAT, PMSAT,SupplySAT, 
NPPDISAT,InnovationSAT, CarbonSAT & CircularSAT

18 Hours



MODULES
REALITY CHECK

How do top performing companies navigate today’s uncertainty and 
build solutions into their strategy? Learn best practice models, tools, and 
processes to help you to identify these factors.

STRATEGY
The structure and activities of the company should be built around a 
firm strategy that delivers competitive advantage and resiliency. This 
module will present best practices for strategy development, while taking 
uncertainty and constant change into account.

VALUES
Corporate Values should be a source of competitive advantage. We will 
discuss approaches used by leading organizations to leverage values to 
achieve this edge.

CULTURE
In the words of Peter Drucker, “Culture eats strategy for breakfast.” Learn 
how culture can be assessed, measured, (re)designed and implemented to 
drive your organization’s competitive advantage and success. 

CUSTOMER CENTRIC
Companies that achieve an organizational focus on customer success are 
shown to be 60% more profitable than others. What do organizations 
need to do to make customer success a reality, and what are some best 
practices to get there? 

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Learn best practices from Lean, Six Sigma, and other sources that, if 
implemented, will enable you to define and achieve operational excellence.

PEOPLE CENTRIC LEADERSHIP AND LEADING  
FOR CHANGE

Successful business is all about people. Is your organization an employer 
of choice for lifelong careers? The ability to align and support the 
workforce is critical to successful transformation and retention of your 
highly skilled workforce. 

EXECUTION
Strategy fails when companies don’t accomplish what they wanted to. We 
will discuss where companies go wrong on the implementation side, and 
how you can avoid repeating those mistakes.

WORKFORCE 4.0
The best companies will prepare their people for success by addressing 
critical skills gaps proactively as the business landscape changes. Learn 
about best-practices for workforce planning in this new industrial era.

INDUSTRY 4.0
Acquiring new technology will not be successful without close alignment 
to your business strategy. We will present an overview of many of 
the new technologies companies are adopting today, along with best 
practices for assessment and implementation.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
This module provides an overview of emerging trends and best practices 
to partner with your customers, providing transparency and agility while 
managing and de-risking their networks.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
With a new normal of constant change and ever-evolving business 
pressures, project managers must be quick to adapt, empowered to 
make decisions aligned to the business strategy, and must be masters 
of team engagement. Learn how the profession has changed recently to 
accommodate these new realities. 

NEW PRODUCT AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 
AND INTRODUCTION [NPPDI] AND INNOVATION

This module presents fundamentals of NPPDI and how have other 
companies streamlined their processes to encourage innovation 
throughout the organization. 

CARBON STRATEGIES
With customer demand for ESG reporting increasing, companies must 
act quickly to develop strategies. This module provides an overview of 
the fundamentals of decarbonization including an introduction to the 
associated principals and terminology.

CIRCULAR MANUFACTURING
Manufacturers can vastly improve their environmental stewardship by 
implementing circular manufacturing strategies. This module provides an 
overview of the circular economy and describes how manufacturers are 
starting to incorporate principals of circularity into their operations.


